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Attorneys reveal evidence USG approves
Alleged alibi, police scandal |^^HH| residdlCe hall

lab upgrades

fuel defense In Simpson trial
Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Murder defendant O.J. Simpson asked
Monday for a one-minute audience before his jurors, a stunning
twist to a day dominated by attorneys scrapping fiercely over
last-minute evidence the defense
dumped on prosecutors.
Defense attorneys surprised
the prosecution with a list of 34
new witnesses and a videotape of
police walking through blood at
the murder scene. They also offered evidence of an alibi for the
first time - a witness who says
she saw Simpson's distinctive
white Ford Bronco outside his
home at a time when the prosecution alleges he was two miles
away killing his ex-wife and her
friend.
Simpson's attorneys additionally suggested in court papers
that police may have moved the
Bronco as well as the bloody
glove that matched one found
near the bodies of Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman
last June.
Deputy District Attorney Mar-

cla Clark called the new evidence
"trial by ambush" and said she
was "absolutely shocked" by the
last-minute disclosure. "This is a
willful desire to deprive the people of a fair trial," she said.
Her colleague, William Hodgmaii, asked for a week's continuance to study the new evidence
and witness list, which includes
actress Tawny Kitaen, local TV
reporter Tracie Savage, Los Angeles Police Chief Willie Williams and author Lawrence Schiller, who is writing Simpson's
book.
"The truth, or part of the truth,
has been hidden from us by the
defense," Hodgman said.
Defense attorney Johnnie
Cochran Jr. responded with
equal indignation.
"I am absolutely appalled that
the prosecution comes here and
says they are unprepared," he
said. "They see a few charts from
us and become frightened and
want to run away and hide for a
week."
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
was tense during the exchange,
interrupting attorneys at times to
say, "You're wasting my tune"

Jim Barker
The BG News
Undergraduate Student
Government unanimously approved a $50 per-semester per
on-campus student technology
fee Monday night at the organization's first
meeting of the
spring semester.
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O.J. Simpson looks toward the podium Monday during the morning
session that preceded scheduled opening statements in hli doublemurder trial in Los Angeles.
Defense lawyers say the blood
and "Do you expect me to believe
was so contaminated by the foot
that?"
The defense's new disclosures traffic that subsequent DNA
showed how vigorously they plan tests on it would be meaningless.
to challenge the prosecution's Enraged prosecutors said they
physical evidence. A newsreel had not seen the videotape before
videotape obtained by the de- and demanded time to find out
fense shows police officers walk- when it was shot. The blood eviing through blood while the bodies lie nearby under sheets.
See SIMPSON, page three.

Accident claims
life of University
student Monday

'Air
Aaron Gray and Julie TaQllaferra
The BC News
A Compton Hall resident died
Monday afternoon, 12 hours after
being involved in a snowmobile
accident near Dunbridge Road.
Jason Woods, a senior sociology major from West Jefferson,
Ohio, died at St. Vincent's Hospital in Toledo at 1:24 p.m. from
multiple trauma, according to a
hospital dispatcher.
Woods and a passenger had
been traveling across'a field between Dunbridge and Carter
roads in a snowmobile when it hit
a ditch shortly after 1:30 am. According to a Wood County Sheriff's Department report, the
snowmobile went airborne, traveled across Galller Road and
landed in another field on the opposite side.
Woods was reportedly wearing
a helmet at the time of the accident.
Tina Zorn, the passenger, was
reportedly uninjured. She did not
wish to comment about the accident.

USG

University's
Board of
Trustees,
would generate
about $600,000
for use in upgrading residence
hall computer labs.
Specific plans for the money
include an increase in end-user
assistance and instruction and
the upgrading of networking
services such as e-mail and Gopher. The new residence hall
computer facilities would be
available exclusively to oncampus students.
Michael Vetter, assistant vice

president for Student Affairs,
said the fee would be a big step
forward for the University.
"We [Residential Services] feel
that we can really move BG to
the forefront," Vetter said.
Rich Hughes, director of Residence Administration, called residence hall technology services
the "missing piece" in the University's success.
"We want to bring technology
directly to where students live,"
Hughes said.
The technology fee was one of
several legislative issues debated at the two-hour meeting.
Also put to vote was an
amendment to Article 6 of the
USG Constitution, a piece of legislation that would have required
elected members to spend one
additional hour per week at their
respective offices.
The proposal failed to meet the
three-fourths majority needed
for it to pass.
At-large senator Kim Pride
voted against the proposal, citing
her opinion that the extra time
See USG, page four.

Brave

Woods' roommate, Rob Pietruszka, said Woods, Zorn and
two other co-workers from
McDonalds, 1050 S. Main St., decided to go snowmobiling after
they finished work at midnight.
The snowmobile was owned by
Bowling Green Police Officer
Rick Beaverson, an acquaintance
of the McDonald's manager.
Beaverson had allowed Woods
and friends to borrow the vehicle, Piet ruszka said.
Pietruszka, a sophomore sports
management major, said Woods
had experience operating a
snowmobile and was excited to
go Sunday night.
"He came in from work and
was all excited about going," Pietruszka said. "I think this was the
first time he had gone all year."
Woods transferred to the University last spring from Columbus State Community College. He
was planning to graduate in May
1996, Pietruszka said.
He Is survived by his parents,
two younger sisters and fiancee.
Thr BC NnraflUu Wt km r
Pietruszka said he and Woods
have been friends since they beStudent,
entering
and
exiting
University
Hall
must
exercise
ex-1
and
walkway.
The
Ice
has
accumulated
over
the snow-filled weekcame roommates in August
treme caution due to the large quantity of Ice on the front steps | end and become packed beneath snow.
"Jason was the nicest person he never put anyone down and
was friends with everyone on the
floor,'' he said. "He was always
supportive of everything I did
and never fought with me about
anything."
Woods was a big San Francisco
Motors Honda Yamaha BMW In Fremont, a helmet and eye protection," he said.
Bethanee Fitch
49ers fan who was really looking
Also, he said it is important to be familiar
said that although the sport is enjoyable,
The BG News
forward to Sunday's Super Bowl
numerous safety precautions should be tak- with the area where you are going to ride.
game.
With the steady Increase of snowmobile en in order to avoid fatal accidents.
"We had big plans for the
"A lot of accidents occur when you are
Super Bowl. The 49ers was one of sales, It becomes even more important for
"First of all, you should always make sure traveling so fast that you cant stop, and if
the most important things to operators to use caution during the season's
that you are wearing the proper snowmobil- you don't know the area very well, then it la
peak months.
Chad Brown, field manager of Schelts ing attire, which includes boots, a snowsuit, potentially dangerous," Brown said.
See WOOOS, page four.

Snowmobile safety promoted
SPORTS

Roark Littlefleld
discusses the need for the
National Endownment of
the Arts.
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A self-defense
workshop will take place
at the Rec Center tonight.
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Individuals post solid
times for the BG track
teams in Michigan.
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Minimum wage
should be raised
H ollowing the traditional role of a Democrat,
■*" President Clinton is trying to look out for the
good of everyone. He's doing it with a proposal to
raise the minimum wage - perhaps to $5.
But House majority leader Richard Armey, in the
traditional role of a Republican, is fighting him all
the way. Not only is he against raising the minimum
wage, he is against a minimum wage at all.
Some 2.5 million Americans are working for minimum wage, currently $4.25 per hour.
Hispanic women would be affected the most m more than eight percent of Hispanic women in the
hourly work force earn minimum wage.
Hispanic men, black women, white women, black
men and white men would be affected, as well - Hispanic men being the second-most influenced; white
men the least, according to the Associated Press.
But Armey and his colleague House Speaker Newt
Gingrich have nothing to worry about. They do not
have to flip hamburgers or trim hedges to put food
on their family's table. Nor do they have to worry
about paying this month's heating bill.
Teen-agers compose more than 33 percent of the
minimum-wage earners, and women make up another three-fifths of the group.
About 192,000 others are single mothers or wives
who bring home the family's only paycheck, according to the AP.
Gingrich and Armey don't fall into any of those
categories, either.
Although there has been speculation about the
economy-related effects of raising the minimum
wage, there is no proof of exactly what the results
wouia be.
It may be just another Republican cry against a
Clinton proposal that's full of nothing but empty
skepticism.
However, the House leaders cannot argue that it is
fairly certain that raising the minimum to $5 would
benefit 2.5 million people. Even though 75 cents
doesn't sound like much, it would be $30 more each
40-hour week for minimum-wage workers.
The News believes that the minimum wage should
be increased. As it is, many hard-working Americans
can hardly feed and clothe their children, and there's
something wrong with that.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and lettes are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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NEA serves viable purpose
On a recent Interview on "This
Week with David Brinkley," Republican House Speaker Newt
Gingrich announced that he
would like to abolish the National
Endowment for the Arts. The organization, which is now headed
by actress Jane Alexander,
grants hundreds of thousands of
dollars each year to art museums, symphony orchestras,
public television and many other
programs.
For years conservatives have
been up in arms about funding
for the arts. Many of them are
deeply upset by some artists' exploration of feminist or homosexual themes.
Many people dont want "ofCries of "Pornography!" and
fensive" art to be on public display, much less funded by "Blasphemy!" were heard across
government money. During his the nation. It started a trend
bizarre presidential campaign, among conservatives to try and
Pat Buchanan proclaimed that if reign in on the "trash" being diselected, one of his first presi- played on our museum walls.
Art that appears to some as andential acts would be to "fumiti-Christian or anti-family has no
gate" the NEA
Recent examples of arts con- place in our society, according to
troversies include the Cincinnati these people. Many wanted the
exhibition of the brilliant photog- Mapplethorpe exhibition shut
rapher Robert Mapplethorpe. down. Now, several years after
The exhibition was composed of his death, Mapplethorpe Is one of
portraits, still lifes and male and the most famous artists of our
female nudes. A small number of century.
The difference between the
the photographs were explicitly
American viewpoint and the attihomoerotic.
These photographs were not tudes of other countries reflects
hung on the gallery walls. They itself in many ways. Other counwere placed in a separate room tries take more pride in the work
with warnings clearly visible to of their artists than we do. They
all who attended. When Cincinna- would hardly see arts funding as
ti's conservative politicians wasteful or controversial.
I think we should take pride in
caught wind of this exhibit, they
the fact that without our finanwent berserk.

RPARK
E

ITTLEFIELD

cial support, much of the great
art of our time wouldn't exist
The Pulitzer-Prize winning
play Angels in America was produced with the help of NEA
money. Our symphony orchestras, among the best in the world,
are assisted by the NEA as well.
There is a lot more going on in
contemporary art than the examples conservatives hold up
and call "offensive."
I think many conservatives
would be surprised to know that
one of the most daring theatrical
productions recently assisted by
the NEA was John Adams' heroic
opera about Richard Nixon.
But there is a separate issue.
Do artists deserve NEA money
only if the work they produce reflects the attitudes of most
Americans? Many of the controversial grants have indeed
gone to artists who use their
work to express themes of homosexuality or feminism.
But conservatives seem to forget that homosexuals and feminists are part of mainstream
America. Their concerns are a
part of modern life, and modern
life is what art is meant to explore.
It would be ludicrous for us to
exclude such prominent facets of
our culture simply to avoid
offending those with conservative sensibilities. Some hate to
admit it, but we live in a diverse
culture. Contemporary art reflects that.
I believe art is meant to challange us. Who wants to live in a

society where the art Is predictable, comfortable and unstimulating? The most decadent period In
20th century German art was the
period in which the government
exerted the most control over its
artists. Under Adolf Hitler, all
art that was "anti-family" or "anti-German" was suppressed.
I realize that cutting off NEA
purse strings is not the same kind
of coercion as that which was
seen in Germany. But In today's
world, a great deal of art is so
expensive to produce that it
couldn't be done without
government assistance.
Many opera companies, arts
education programs and museums simply cannot support
themselves. They need donations, corporate sponsors and
NEA grants.
The 104th Congress wants to
trim the fat from government
spending which is certainly a
worthwhile goal. But the NEA is
not fat ~ arts and humanities
funding is such a small part of
our federal budget that if such
programs were wiped out entirely It would make almost no
difference at all in what the
government spends each year.
There are many other expensive government programs that
could handle reductions with less
harmful consequences. The NEA
Is a wonderful asset to our nation's artistic programs. Congress should look for fat somewhere else.
Roark Littlefleld is a weekly
columnist for The News.

Gift of giving still exists
I wanted to pause and reflect
upon the emptiness I felt during
While reading my hometown
last Christmas. Perhaps in an paper, I happened to glance over
American materialistic con- the title of a wonderfully sad and
sumption-crazed society, it was uplifting article, "Dying teen
merely a matter of time until our says gifts should go to the livcountry's supposedly highest ing." As I passed over each word,
spiritual holiday would fall prey the familiar feeling of tears filled
to the Inevitable perversion of my eyes.
Meet 16-year-old April Flemtime and selfishness.
I remarked to one of my ming, a repeat runaway and herroommates several days before oine of this story. Now, think
Christmas that it might be more back to when you were 16 years
appropriate to rename the holi- old. Can you remember what
day "Day of the Gifts."
your life was like then?
Hopefully, I am not sounding
It was a time In our lives when
too negative. There Is a point to the hardest situation most of us
all of this, but I want to be real- faced was passing our driver's
istic. I also want to be honest so test, or perhaps our first date
the true meaning of Christmas with a member of the opposite
can be found and carried over sex - a frightening concept still
to many people! Then there is the
every day of our lives.
I am not necessarily referring fear of getting a huge pimple the
to an abstract "spirit" that sup- day before the big dance.
But this isnt the story for April
posedly descends upon someone
and fills that person with a sain- Plemming. She wasn't thinking
tly attitude. I am, however, talk- about her first taste of freedom
ing to you about an attitude that on the road or about being a
unfortunately seems to be the senior next year with college in
one box that has remained mind.
You see, three years ago, April
unopened. It is an attitude that
drives a person to really be giv- was Informed that she had polying, to deliberately go out of cythemla bera, a preleukemlc
one's way, to sacrifice, to love. disease that has led, in her case,
But not everyone seems to have to cirrhosis of the liver.
Three months ago doctors gave
forgotten this attitude. Now It Is
time to hear a true story that I her no more man • year to live.
hope touches you like it touched Two months ago, her life expec-

tancy was shortened to six
months. Several weeks ago, doctors said she would be lucky to
see Christmas.
The Make-A-Wish Foundation,
an organization that grants the
last wishes of dying children, approached April with a promise to
grant anything her heart desired.
She didn't ask to meet her
favorite singer, travel to Disney
World or enjoy her favorite meal
for her last time. April asked for
Christmas presents for homeless
kids.
The Make-A-Wish Foundation
was surprised. In the words of
Susan Houk, the marketing director for the organization, "I've
never had a child want to give to
someone else. It was very, very
touching."
Immediately after April named
her wish, foundation members
promptly purchased toys and
clothes for 12 children. The next
morning, a board member
dressed up as Santa Claus and delivered the gifts to a local homeless shelter.
As she watched a video showing the children's absolute delight, April cried In her hospital
bed.
"I've been there," she replied.
"I was homeless by choice, but
I've been there."
On a cold, snowless and gray

Christmas morning, April Flemming quietly passed away. Even
through her pain and eventual
death, April put the needs of others before her own, the ultimate
form of love.
She gave a Christmas to 12
homeless children who otherwise
would have had nothing. April
gave her message to the living
that nothing, absolutely nothing,
is more Important than love.
With the warm, salty tears
streaming down my face, I laid
the paper down and thought
about the beauty in this person
and about how shallow we can
sometimes be.
We forget about the really Important things in life, like helping
people who are less fortunate
than we are. In our busy, hectic
lifestyles, how easy it Is to forget
shout those we hardly ever see
and to put them out of our minds.
Then, seemingly out of nowhere, an unknown person touches you and reminds you that
lire Isnt about receiving gifts,
but giving them. For In giving,
we not only find our own survival, but we also receive the
greatest gift of all - love.
Jason Wolfe Is a guest cafe
umnUt JbrTtae New*.
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THEY
SAID IT
"We will continue our search for
peace, and at the same time we will
pursue you [terrorists] and hit you
hard."
-Yitzhak Rabin, Israeli Prime Minister

ACROSS
THE WORLD

Lively arts calender
The University New Music Ensemble, under the
direction of Marilyn
Shrude, will perform at 8
p.m. on Jan. 25 in Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. The program of 20th century compositions is free and open to
the public.
"Gone With the Wind,"
the 1939 motion picture
classic, will be shown at 8
p.m. on Jan. 26 in the Gish
Film Theater.
The Hollywood Comedies
of the 1930s continue with
"His Double Life," directed
by Arthur Hopkins at 7 JO
p.m. on Jan. 27 in the Gish
Film Theater.
"Beijing Watermelon," a
1990 Japanese film directed
by Nobnuhiko Obayashi,
will be shown at 8 p.m. on
Jan. 30 in the Gish Film
Theater.
All Gish Film Theater
productions are free.
Open auditions for the
University's annual one-act
play be held at 7 p.m. on
Jan. 30 and Jan. 31 in Room
405 University Hall. Callbacks will be held at 7 p.m.
on Feb. 1. For details, contact the Theatre Department at 372-2222.

SIMPSON
Continued from page one.

dence, they suggested, might
have already been collected by
then.
While reviewing the videotape
in court, Ito ordered one segment
bf the feed blacked out for television broadcast When that portion was shown on courtroom
monitors, Simpson had a pained
look on his face, clenched his jaw
and looked away.
Relatives of the defendant and
the victims, as well as of the
judge and lawyers squeezed into
the small courtroom along with a
large gallery of news reporters
on hand for the long-awaited
opening round of evidence and
testimony.
But the squabbling over the
videotape and the witness list delayed opening statements again.
Simpson's bid to address jurors
is not unprecedented; other defendants have given opening
statements. One was black activist Angela Davis, who was acquitted In June 1972 of charges
she helped plan a Aug. 7, 1970,
Marin County courthouse escape
in which a judge, two convicts
and an accomplice were slain.
Simpson's written request to
show jurors "physical scars, Injuries and limitations" appears to
indicate he hopes to show he was
physically incapable of committing the crimes.
The prosecution strongly objected to the Idea of Simpson
taking to jurors and to show his
scars. Ito put off until Tuesday
any decision on Simpson's
requests.

Tracing the destruction:
What went wrong in
japan?
KOBE, Japan - It's hard to
walk anywhere in this city and
not see evidence of the awesome
forces unleashed here by the
magnitude 7.2 earthquake that
ripped through the city before
dawn last Tuesday.
Wooden and concrete buildings
lay in piles of rubble. Others tilt
at impossible angles and will be
demolished. Elevated highways
and overpasses collapsed.
"The human brain has a limit,
but nature doesn't," said Yoshihiro Takeuchi, chairman of the
Earthquake Damage Investigation Committee for the
Japan Institute of Architecture.
For Takeuchi, an engineering
professor at Osaka Institute of
Technology, the shattered landscape is a laboratory that contains specimens of everything he
has studied.

"The characteristic of this
quake is the middle floors of
buildings collapsing," he told The
Associated Press on Sunday during a tour of some of Kobe's
worst-hit areas. "In past quake
history, we haven't seen this before ... except for a few isolated
examples."
The Sakura Bank building lost

its fourth floor; the old city building its sixth. Part of the fifth floor
of Nishishiml Hospital, in another neighborhood, collapsed.
In each case, there seemed to
be little other structural damage;
it was like a sandwich from which
one slice of meat disappeared.
Takeuchi theorized that this
quake simultaneously thrust upward and sideways, hence the
wide cracks in sidewalks and the
shift upward or downward of
some buildings by two feet or
more.
This motion also may have
doomed some of the highways.
After interstates were toppled in
California quakes, Japanese engineers bragged that such a thing
couldn't happen here.
"All the people saying that
have received a shock," Takeuchi
said.
Japan has different construction standards for highways and
buildings: The huge pillars supporting raised roads consist of
concrete cores surrounded by
vertical steel rods that are then
wrapped with vertical steel hoops
and surrounded by another coat
of concrete.
In Kobe the reinforcing rods
snapped like matchsticks.
The horizontal-vertical movement probably was to blame, but
only detailed studies will tell,
Takeuchi said. He doesn't foresee
major changes to standards, but
said the disaster could yield new
construction techniques.
The bulk of the quake's energy
was released just below the city
on what had been considered a
relatively inactive fault line. It
still is uncertain whether two of
the Earth's plates ground against
each other, or one pushed over
the other.
Although nearly 52,000 buildings were destroyed or severely
damaged, Takeuchi said virtually
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"For a long-wave quake like
this one, the wooden structure is
weak," Takeuchi said. "Concrete
is much safer."

Chechen Tamara Sagalpova, 46, cries In panic when shells start
hitting nearby buildings a Mlnutka Square in Grozny Monday.

ACROSS
THE STATE

Heavy roof tiles also contributed to damage in older buildings,
making them top-heavy and easily toppled.

Governor 'wedded' to
second vote on pop tax
COLUMBUS ~ Gov. George
Voinovich inched closer Monday
to putting a repealed pop tax back
on the ballot.
He pitched it as a way to
finance local public construction
as well as big-city sports stadiums.
Voinovich stopped just short of
asking legislators to resurrect
the penny-per-can levy that was
scrapped in the Nov. 8 election
with voter approval of a constitutional amendment.
But when a reporter suggested
Voinovich sounded as if he was
wed to the second vote idea, he
said, "You've been watching me a
long time. I think I'm wedded."
Voinovich said he would talk
more about the $67 million-a-year
pop tax in his State of the State
speech Thursday.
His comments came at a news
conference called to discuss historical trends in state budget
spending.
Voinovich said money from a
new pop tax could help finance

construction of theaters, museums and an array of other
projects, as well as sports facilities.
Aid to local projects now is
channeled through the two-year
state construction budget. Local
projects account for $105 million.
Voinovich said some of the
cash from a new pop tax would go
to some of the communities that
feel government has shortchanged them in favor of the
major metropolitan corridor:
Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati.

When's The Last
Time You Had A
Home Cooked Meal?

"I think one of the things we're
confronted with is we do have a
demand constantly by communities on us for community
projects. We're getting more of
it. It's spreading up all over the
place. Some of the communities
feel that they haven't been getting their fair share," Voinovich
said.
Voinovich insisted that voters
would support a pop tax in a second vote. He said a $9 million soft
drink industry campaign last fall
left voters confused between
taxes on pop and food.

On This Date
Twelve years ago today. Faculty
Senate members were told that the
outlook for salary increases were grim.
State budget cuts, which decreased
the University's expendable income,
were to blame.
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all of those constructed since
new, tighter regulations took effect in 1983 escaped largely unscathed.
A gleaming new 50-story city
building didn't lose a single plate
from its glass facade. Another
glass building next to a collapsed
highway entrance ramp also
came out fine.
Seemingly all of the old wooden
buildings collapsed into splinters.
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When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

Land Package $161.00
Full Package (transportation & lodging) $253
ALL ROOMS ARE BEACH FRONT
Sign up in the UAO Office (3rd floor union)
or Jan 23-Jan27 Union foyer 11:00-3:00

1726 E. Wooater Street
IUWT

PT CLOUOT

CLOUOT

(Behind B.P. Station)
Maatercard/Vlaa accepted
Cany Out Available

Sign up today. Call 372-2343 for more info.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and faculty or staff
nominations of seniors and graduate students who have given distinguished service to Bowling
Green State University.
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a senior or graduate
student must have demonstrated outstanding service contributions to BQSU through one or more
areas of University service (college and/or department activities, student government, student
activities, Greek Life, athletics, etc..)
Seniors and graduate students who will graduate in the 1994-95 academic year (Winter
Commencement 1994 and Spring and Summer Commencements 1995) who would like to be
considered for a Distinguished Service Award and those faculty or staff who would like to submit
nominations, may obtain an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by calling 372-2147.
THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 P.M., FRIDAY, MARCH 3,1995.
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GREAT FOR LUNCH !

2 SLICES OF
PEPPERONI PIZZA
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little Caesars Pizza
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Clinton to face nation Gargoyle's finds clean
Local political analysts anticipate address
alternative to grunge
Nicole Pankuck
The BC News

Local political advocates
eagerly await President Clinton's
mid-term stand during his State
of the Union address tonight
Clinton is scheduled to address
Issues of the
economy, the
government
and the prom
ise to the
American people concerning
his administration in Washington.
Local RepubClinton
licans are not
sure of what to expect from tonight's speech.
"I've found [Clinton] to be really unpredictable, and to say
whatever he thinks is popular [at
the time]," said Michael Marsh,
chairman of the Wood County
Republican Party.
Possible issues, according to
College Republicans, are
November's Republican election
response and its changes in Congress.

"[Clinton] will address the
voters' response [In the 1994
elections], and of course he'll talk
about the changes in Congress,"
said Stacy Mirrotto, president of
College Republicans.
Cooperation between Democrats and Republicans might also
be a point stressed in tonight's
Union address.
"Clinton told Democrats Saturday that they must be 'big
enough' to cooperate with Republicans whenever possible," according to an Associated Press
wire story.
Local Democrats believe Clinton's speech will emphasize his
accomplishments in the last two
years, and re-address his 1992
campaign issues, said Todd Wesseler, president of College Democrats.
"I think Clinton will make It
clear to everyone that the current [political and economical]
issues are something he has always been striving for," Wesseler said. "He'll get credit for
the things he's done."
The economy and his objectives for dealing with its future
will also be discussed, Wesseler
said.

"The economy Is in great
shape, but people have a lot of
anxiety. Clinton has to put forward his programs to sustain the
current economic boom," Wesseler said. "He'll most likely talk
about his own vision for the future and stress the Democrats'
willingness to work with the Republicans."
In last year's State of the Union
speech, Clinton addressed a Democrat-controlled Congress.
This year, with the election year
drawing closer, Clinton is scheduled to look more toward his 1996
presidential re-election campaign.

Clinton is scheduled to call for
a "new economy," with lower interest rates, 5.5 million new Jobs,
a deficit reduction plan and a
plan to cut government jobs. He
will also address his campaign
point of eliminating and restricting federal programs, a project
administrated by Vice President
Al Gore.
The President will also renew
his promise to the nation of a
"New Covenant" between a sensitive government and its citizens, according to wire reports.

plans to offer theme nights like a "Retro Night."
"I'm going to be catering to a market that no
one else caters to," Everhart said.
Everhart said he takes a firm stand on
underage drinking. Hand stamps given at the
door will be monitored by bartenders, and more
floor-walkers will keep an eye on the crowd.
"If I can't run my business not letting [people
who are under age] drink, then I wont run my
business," Everhart said.
So far Everhart seems optimistic. Since the
bar opened on Jan. 12, Everhart said business is
good.
"I think a lot of people assume we just
changed the name of a dump," Everhart said.
"Everyone who's been in the bar has been very
impressed."

Andrea Wood
The BC News

It's dean. It's alternative. It's Gargoyle's.
Taking the place of Club 21, 161 E. Wooster
St, Gargoyle's owner. Bob Everhart, hopes the
club will be a clean alternative to the grungier
Club 21.

Everhart, a former manager for Uptown/Downtown, said he's given the place a
complete makeover.
"We painted, installed big-screen televisions
and put in a new bar," Everhart said. "Generally, we just cleaned. The place was disgusting."
Everhart said he still wants to appeal to the "alternative" crowd by providing stage time to regional bands like Verve Pipe. He also said he

use
Continued from page one.
would not necessarily increase
productivity. At-large senator
Jason Sonensheln said he believed the amendment would endanger senators' voting rights,
and also voted against the proposal.

USG President Jen Mathe ex- USG Senate by a general vote.
pressed her disappointment over Deanna Brickner was confirmed
the bill's failure, calling the neg- to the cabinet as public relations
ative response "mind-boggling executive.
and sad."
Former at-large senator Mark
In addition to the legislation,
three new at-large senators - Sal- Jarret was promoted to the posilie Steins, Marc Ross and Audrey tion of Student Welfare repreVarwig - were confirmed to the sentative on the USG cabinet.

BOB MAULEY
(Feb. 6,1945-May 11,1981)

WOODS

REGGAE TRIBUTE
Saturday Jan. 28,1995
9 pm, Lenhart Union Ballroom
with
\
A
/
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Continued from page one.
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him," Pietruszka said. "It will be
really tough without him, so I
don't know if I will watch it"
Woods, Pietruszka and two
friends who lived across the hall
from him participated in many
activities together, said Jason
Niemlller, a sophomore environmental health major.
"Every day we would hang out
together," NlemiUer said. "We'd
watchThe Simpsons together,
we'd eat together, Wd goout."
Sach Desal, a sophomore biology major and Niemiller's roommate, described Woods as "approachable and friendly."
"He was the kind of guy you
could really look up to and admire," he said. "He was really on
top of everything."
NlemiUer said Woods was excited about pursuing a career in
law enforcement after graduation. Woods gained experience in
his hometown working with
police, and aside from carrying a
gun, performed all the same
tasks as the officers, he added.
"He had it together," Niemiller
said. "He really knew what he
wanted to do."
Pietruszka said Woods
dreamed of being a state trooper
in Colorado.
While he acknowledged it
would be difficult to live in the
room, Pietruszka said the men on
the floor are all supporting one
another, and he would not want to
leave that.
"Right now, the hardest part Is
being In that room and looking at
all his stuff," he said. "I know it
will be tough to be there alone at
first, but the guys are good
friends, and I wouldn't want to
leave them because we are sticking together to make it through
this."
A counselor met with Compton
Hall residents Monday night to
talk about what happened.
"Everyone is really somber
and In shock right now," Pietruszka said.
"Jason was a fun-loving person
that brought out the best fat
everyone," Desal said. "My life's
going to miss something."

WORK

FOR

US

% At llXTTCh!

Lunch help needed between

10;30am and 3:30pm.
May worlc In 1 or 2 hour shifts.

WE

OFFER:

fl Caribbean Rssociotion event

• Fully Paid Training

• Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
• Work a Few Hours During the School Day
• Fun Work Atmosphere
• Meet New Friends
A
• Experience For Tour Resume
• Merit & Longevity Salary Increases

Enter PAPA John s "COUCH
POTATO COtffiSr before
the gome Wednesday Jon.
25 \sDoll Stole 6PM

• Promotional Opportunities
Commons
Founders
Harshman
Krelscher
McDonald
Dining Cente:

viMJOifii

A

ppiy *»* ti*
£ Dining Center of
your choice!

12
10

WE'LL GO TO GREAT
LENGTHS FOR YOUR
SUPERBOWL PARTY!

9

$5 OFF

YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY PARTY SUB

.SUB
524 E. WOOSTER
352-8500

828 5. MAIN
354-2608

OffKEXMtES 1/31/95. 24-HOUR NOTICE NEEDED. NOT
VAUD WITH ANY OTHER COUPON OFFER.

.

fast free (Detivery
ill

BEAT THE
CLOCK"

8

6

Superbowl time it party lime with a Subway Part/ Sub! You tell
us how long you war* your parly sub and we'll moke it. We'll
pile it high with your favorite fixin's and slice it in tasty portions.
Call today and start your Superbowl Parly off on the right foot

[PlZZ^i

HOURS
Men-Wed 11AM-1AM
Thur, Fri, Sot 11AM - SAM
Sun Noon • 1AM

Between! 5 - 7 PM
Every Tuesday for the
rest of the semester! I

The Time You Coll is the Price You
Pay For a Large One Item Pizza!!
For example: If you coll at 5; 05 pm
you pay $5.05, or if you coll\6:15 pm
you pay $6.15.
'

826 S. Maini St.
~~ 353-PAPA ^
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ASC accepts plan
Natal leave policy may be amended
Jay Young
The BC News
Administrative Staff Council approved a proposal that would change the administrative staff
leave policy last week.
The purpose of the special meeting was to fine
tune the council's natal leave policy. The natal
leave proposal addresses maternity, paternity
and adoption leave.
Changes include increasing leave time from
four to six months for both parents, and it added
leave time for adoptive parents.
"We feel that in an adoption, the leave a family
has should be the same as if it was a natural
child birth," ASC Chairwoman Pat Green said.
Under the proposed changes, approved by a
unanimous voice vote, mothers and fathers

would receive the same amount of leave time.
Council member Bryan Benner said the council knew there were a lot of legalities involved,
but it wanted to be the first to make the change.
"We thought, 'Why not take the lead on the policy that offers the same leave to the father as
the mothers?'" Benner said.
Green said the special meeting addressed her
concerns that the council might have been moving too fast on the changes.
"I think we clarified everything and got some
legal input," Green said. "I think what we're doing is basically getting caught up with where the
culture is going," Green said.
Before the proposal becomes part of the council handbook, it must be approved by the University's Personnel Services, Administrative
Council and the Board of Trustees.

Workshop targets safety
sertive. They need to make that "There are a lot of traps they
clear," she said.
can fall into," Daley-Perrin said.
The workshop will take place "If they're in an uncomfortable
Mace may be over-rated.
in the Combative Room from 6 situation, they need to make that
If students attend the self- p.m. to 8 p.m. A second session clear. But they don't have to be
defense workshop taking place in will be conducted on Feb. IS.
aggressive to get their point
the Student Recreation Center
"The workshops are introduc- across."
today, all they might need to use
The final step is mental and
to get out of a potentially danger- tory," Daley-Perrin said. "In
ous situation is their own resour- March, we will be having train- physical conditioning.
ing sessions."
"The tactics taught will be easy
ces.
Several topics will be covered, things the students can use," she
"Sexual assault prevention is
part of what we do," said Jacque- including personal and environ- said. "They'll be practicing to see
line Daley-Perrin, director of the mental awareness. One of these how to use their bodies as
Prevention Center. "We teach Is topics is how a potential victim weapons."
Nancy Proctor, who will be
students about how to reduce might look to an assailant, Daleyleading the program, has worked
their risks in terms of getting out Perrin said.
of situations, as well as how to
"They'll be looking at how they in self-defense in a variety of
not get into certain situations."
carry themselves in certain situ- areas.
Assertiveness is a big part of ations, if they might look like
"She's worked with the police
self-defense, she said.
easy prey," she said.
in New York State," Daley-Perrin
"Communication is one of the
Another section of the program said. "She's taught an accredited
big things. If students are in a is "Assertiveness vs. Aggres- course at a community college,
situation where they're un- siveness" and common ploys and and she's done work for various
companies."
comfortable, they need to be as- cons attackers use.
Aaron Epple
The BC News

BGSU hosts composer
American Guild of Organists and
has received commissions and
grants from the National EnThe College of Musical Arts dowment for the Arts, the Ford,
appointed Samuel Adler, professor emeritus at the Eastman
School of Music, as a visiting distinguished composer during the
spring semester.
Adler's works Include five
operas, six symphonies, eight
string quartets, six concerti,
chamber and choral music and
other pieces. They have been
performed by major symphonic,
choral and chamber organizations throughout the world and
recorded on RCA, Vangard,
Crystal and other labels.
"I am very excited about
having Samuel Adler here as a
visiting distinguished professor," said H. Lee Riggins, dean
and professor at the University's
College of Musical Arts. "He is
one of the most Important living
composers, and this will give
music students a unique opportunity to learn."
Adler, former chairman of the
Composition Department at
Eastman, will lead a weekly seminar for composition majors and
teach a class on American symphonists.
"I'm delighted to be doing
this," Adler said. "I've always
admired the program here, especially the Mid-American Center
for Contemporary Music. I'm
particularly looking forward to
teaching a class on American
symphonists because the United
States has produced more great
symphonists in this century than
any other country."
Roark Llttlelleld
The BG News

Rockefeller and Koussevltzky
foundations and the orchestras of
Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, Oklahoma City and Rochester.

Stairway To The Shuttle

Adler has received awards
from the American Acadamy and
Institute of Arts and Letters, the
Charles Ives Foundation and the
Lillian Fairchild Foundation.
The BG NIWURUI WiHiMr

In addition, he has been named
composer of the year by the Music Teachers' Association and the

University students waiting for the Campus Shuttle find comfort
from the elements In the northwest stairwell oC Williams Hall.

HOME FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL TOMORROW vs. BALL STATE - 8:00 PM!
Students, this SPUD'S for you! Come sign-up to be the COUCH POT A TO, sponsored by Papa John s Pizza.

wWinthrop Terrace Is Now Accepting Applications^

GET WHAT YOU WANT

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS

R.E. MANAGEMENT

is now accepting
applications & deposits

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

For
Summer and Fall 1995!

One of the largest selections of needlecraft in the
area (including counted cross stitch Fraternity
and Sorority supplies)

Featuring
• Campus Shuttle
• 1 & 2 B.R. Furn./Unfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths
• 3 Great Locations .
• Heat Included

20 % with complete paddle purchase!

•841 Eighth St.
•733Manville
«755Manvillc

•777 ManviUe

•640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
•Campus Manor
(505Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840&8S0 Sixth St.)

CHECK OUT OUR REDUCED RATES ON SELECTED PROPERTIES

Moil. & Fri. 10-8:30
T-W-Th-Sat 10 -5:30
Sun 12-5

CALL US TODAY

Chfjhrencli iuiot

OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8 to 5
SAT 10 to 2
352-9302
113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

RUSH
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EACH FELLOWSHIP AMOUNT IS $5,000
Headline: March 1, 1995

The Frazlcr Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program
• #1 Manpower on Campua Fall "94

. Highest Chapter C.P.A. Fall *94

was established In 1973 In recognition of Frazler Reams, Sr. and his
distinguished service In (he broadcasting Industry as a member of
• Campus Outstanding Creek Man

• Chapter Excellence Award

Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green State University.

Two Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors who Intend
• Senior Scholarship Award

Outstanding New Member

to pursue careers In public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting^
journalism, political or governmental service, public health, community

Order of Omega Outita nding Fraternity Man

• Most Community Service Hours

e 24 Time 'Beta 500* Champions

Commitment to Excellence
The Sig Ep House is located next to the Commons
and Rodgers Quad

service, law or some other public affairs field). A rising senior is a
student with a minimum C J».A. of 3.2 who will attend BGSU for two
semesters of Ida/her senior year.

Applications are available at the MDetl Alumni Center.

I
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Rockets sink Track runners
post
solid
times
BG swimmers
in pair of meets
Mike Wilson
The BC News

For the second week in a
row, the Falcon swimming and
diving teams fell just short of
victory, this time to the University of Toledo. The women
dropped a 133-110 decision,
while the men lost a heartbreaker, 127-116.
"Both meets were close, but
the men's meet actually came
down to the last relay, winner
take all," head coach Brian
Gordon said.
Led by Brandon Farrls' two
first-place finishes and two
firsts by Tom Stolz, the Falcon
men matched the Rockets
stroke for stroke.
BG needed to win the final
event, the 400-yard freestyle
relay, to secure a victory but
could only manage second
place.

For the Falcon women,
Cheryl Patteson set three pool
records, but the team still
couldn't manage the victory.
"It came down to the last
two events [200 yard breaststroke and 400 yard free relay]," Patteson said. "We
needed to go 1-2 in the breaststroke, which we did. We also
needed to get first and third in
the relay, and we didn't do
either of those," Patteson said.
Patteson and teammate
Lynne Rutherford were the
only two Falcon women to
score first-place finishes.
"I think right there in a nutshell is the difference In the
meet," Gordon said. "To win
dual meets you have to win
events. We only won four of
the 13 events," Gordon said.
In the diving portion of the
meet, Traci Sanderson placed
second in one-meter diving.

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple -- 352-9378
Leasing Summer & Fall
Eff. 1 or 2 Bedroom -- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchujood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

All Residents have full use of Cherry wood Health
Spa -- Indoor pool & whirlpool, exercise equipment.
Tanning available.

Scott Seitz
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
and men's track teams competed
over the weekend in separate
events. The women ran at the
Red Simmons Invitational in Ann
Arbor, Mich., while the men
competed at
the Eastern
Michigan
Open. Both
meets were
non-scored.
The women
had two winners Saturday
at the meet
hosted by the
University of
Michigan.
Winning for the Falcons was
senior Nikki Lessig in the shot
put with a throw of 46-8 1/4, over
a foot better than the secondplace finisher. Also earning a
victory was sophomore Kaleltha
Johnson in the 55-meter hurdles
with a time of 8.33.
Women's coach Steve Price
was pleased with his team's performance.
"I'm happy with our progress.
This Invitational gives us excellent preparation for the big meet
with Ohio University, Toledo and

We Care About
The Water
Watermill
llxftresf
You Drink™
TRY

■

WATERMILL
EXPRESS®

11i

1
'
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Bowling Green's Travis Downey goes up for the pole vault at a recent
track and field meet. The Falcon men's and women's track teams continue their indoor season Saturday when they host Ohio, Toledo and
Ball State at the University Field House.

LOCATED ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS

ou snooze, you lose!!'

*

Ball State next weekend," he
said.
Price was also delighted with
the showing of senior standout
Lessig in the shot put.
"Nikki continues to be an
excellent example for our
younger athletes to follow. Her
leadership at the meets is remarkable," he said.
The BG men's team had just
one winner at the Eastern Michigan Open. Senior Tim Amdt won
the 800 in a time of 1:55.04, more
than one-half second faster than
Eastern Michigan's Jeff Beyst.
Men's coach Sid Sink was also
pleased with his team's effort.
"I enjoyed the opportunity to
move some of my distance runners around. This Open also gave
us a chance to improve before
the big meet with Toledo and
Ohio University," he said.
Sink was happy with senior
Brad Schaser's effort in the
3,000.
"Brad finished third in the
3,000, but I'm really impressed
by his courage," he said.
Sink feels his team's performance in this weekend's meet will
be determined by the health of
his squad.
"If we can heal some of our
nagging injuries, we can win the
meet this weekend," he said.

507 E. MERRY
525 E. MERRY
520 E. REED
920 E. WOOSTER

st Company Inc.
525 Ridge Street
Bowling Green. OH
419. 354. J278FAX 419. 352.4281

I MAC Rental I
Mand^
I Laser Prints

CALL OR STOP IN FOR MORE INFORMATION.

copies
after
9 PM

NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 SOUTH MAIN
(our only office)

OSiaSSH.

352-5620

One Page Resume
w

* The Rental Agency voted * 1 by the BG *
News for 1994!

LOCATED AT:

A

•Closest UPS Shipping Outlet to Campus
•We Also Ship FedEx and Airborne

989
S. Main,
(next to Pagliai's)

Bowling Green
or
1H*fi
M
Moiti
A \J _J \J Hi 1TJH4 111
(in front of T.C.B.Y.)

Bowling Green
O Computer monitored Safety Shut-Down System
O Tested bv the State
ONAMA Approved
Ojust25c a gallon
O Serviced and Sanitized Dailv
O Unique 8-stage R.O. purification process
O Self-Serve: You fill your own clean bottle
O Open 24 hours a day
WATERMILL EXPRESS* removes if present:
• Herbicides
/ THM's
• Nitrates
/ PCB's
• Chemicals
/ Asbestos
• Fertilizers
/ Sediment
/ Insecticides
/ Lead
• Chlorine
/ Spores
• Radon
/ Algae
• Rust
/ Viruses
• Bacteria
/ Sodium
/ Arsenic
/ Cysts
• Detergents
/ Foul Odor
/ Mercury
/ and other impurities

After
9 PM

t*g5*

DON'T GET LOCKED OUT Q

ONE LARGE PIZZA

Call or stop
in for a complete
listing of all available Apts..

w/ cheese & 1 topping

• NO COUPON NECESSARY
• Limited time offer
• BG store only
• No other coupon or discount
with this offer

9

OrcO^

•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

153-00441

All Close To Campus

1045 N. Main St1
Bowling Green

Greenbriar Inc.
244 E. Wooatar

35£07T7
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Netters solid at MAC Gymnasts slide to 0-3
Jersmy Yohe

The BG News

The Mid-American Conference
Indoor Tournament turned out to
be a good stepping stone for the
Bowling Green's tennis team.
BG was the "unofficial" winner of the tournament with an
overall record of 16-8. Western
Michigan finished second at 10-8.
In team tournaments official
team standings are not kept and
are not official results.
Coach Dave Morin wanted his
players to get a good amount of
playing time.
"We wanted everyone to play
at least two matches, and that
meant they had to win the first
match," he said.

The team came close to achievBonser received a bye in the
ing this goal.
first round. In the second match,
The tournament was broken Bonser's opponent from Toledo,
down Into two singles flights and Tony Jagodzinski, had to forfeit
one doubles flight.
due to injury. The score at the
The first flight of singles con- time favored Bonser, 5-4. Bonser
sisted of Andrew Bonser, Adam went on to lose his semi-final
Tropp and Mark Ciochetto. Cio- match, 6-3,6-3 to eventual winner
chetto and Tropp both won their Dave Gennero of Western Michiopening round matches.
gan.
In the second flight of singles
Ciochetto downed Chris Zoeller of Western Michigan, 6-4,6-1. action, the Falcons accomplished
He lost in the second round to their goal to have two players
Toledo's Justin Sliger, 7-6, 2-6, compete in the final. In the process, the squad showed Its depth,
1-6.
Tropp defeated last year's particularly through the efforts
winner of the MAC Indoor of their younger players.
Sophomore Joel Terman lost in
Championships, Greg Llewellyn
of Akron, +6,6-3,6-0. Tropp then the first round to Kevin Kobiela
lost to Mark Carriere from of Western Michigan, 6-3, 3-6,
06.
Western Michigan, 6-3,6-3.

Randy Setter
The BG News
The score was a little lopsided and a little inflated according to some, but very encouraging for the gymnastics
team.
Defending Mid-American
Conference Champion Kent
State rang up a conferencehigh 190.62S to Bowling
Green's 183.550 on Saturday,
dropping the Falcons to 0-3
overall, 0-2 in the MAC.
Despite the gap, ISO's score
was the third highest in the
league. Their average after

two meets of 182.763 stands as
fourth best in the conference.
"This Kent State meet
showed to me the real character of this team," head coach
Charles Simpson said. "The
way this team responded on the
floor and beam, especially with
exhibitions filling in, indicates
a real winning attitude."
Individual best scores
boosted the team scores on the
floor exercise and balance
beam to team season bests In
both events. The team scored
46.25 on the beam, up from
45.9, and 47.05 in floor exercise, up from 46.3.

Heather Ferguson's 9.65
topped her season and team
best of 9.4 in the floor exercise.
Alice Kruk (9.45) and Andrea
Seaman (9.325) scored the
team's second and third best
results of the season in the
event.
Kelley McClelland (9.45) and
Jen Wenrich (9.40) posted the
second and third best season
scores on the balance beam behind Karen Jordan's 9.55 on the
beam against Ball State.
Jordan attributed the beam
and floor success to repetition
of their routines since the beginning of the season.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION"
Anyone mieresied In becoming an AMA member can sign up in front of The AMA showcase
in [he BA Building. Mon.. Jan. 23 - Fri., Jan. 27
from 10-2pm.
"AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION"
'Attention Education Majors'
Join the Ohio Student Education Aitociatlonl
Membership Drive 9 ajn. - 3 pjn. Education
Building Jan 23 Jan 27
?rs ■ Call Amy Moore 354-5094
O.S.E.A.
ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
International students interested m learning
more about the Tax Treaty between their home
country and the United States are invited to attend a general information session to be offered by e representative ol the Internal Revenue Service on Saturday, January 26,1995. In
order that we may know how many students
plan to attend, please contact the Center for International Programs at 372-2247 for further information. Exact times wii' be in Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday's paper.
Attention AMA Members:
Looking for something to do Fri., Jan. 27? Join
us at BW-3 for HAPPY HOURS at 6:00 pm.
Hope to see you there I

BGSU. COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Come watch re STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS
with the College Democrats
TONIGHT
9 p.m. 116 BA
BGSU Skating Club
TONIGHT
ft every Tuas. night - 9pm Ice Arena
»2.50 pi ua akaie rental.
Bob Marley Reggae Tribute is on Sat. Jan. 26
@ 9 pm. Union Ballroom, with the Ark Band. A
Caribbean Assoc. Event. (Hoots music)
Coffee House Featuring
TOM GORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Thurs. Jan 28 9pm, St. Thomas More Fireside
lounge. Sponsored by STM Student Connection.
COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
First meeting of the semester is Tuesday
Jan. 24 O 8:30 in 300 Moseley
Anyone is Welcomel We're a service,
leadership, and social organization, and
no previous 4-H experience is neededl
COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H

Come watch the
Slate of the Union Address
with the
BGSU College Oemocrate
tonight, 9pm
116BA

HEY YOU!
Tuesday Jan. 23. 301 Shatzel. 7:30pm 19:00pn Experience Ratter Madneae. A must
see movie. Be There.
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club
Think About It

Comedian Randy Higgle
Coming to The Gallery
January 24 8pmGuaranteed to keep you laughing
Call 372-7164 or 3724343 for more info
sponsored by UAO
FREE PIZZA!'!
for anyone interested in the
REDCROSS BLOODMOBILE POSTER
HANQ-UP COMMITTEE
Meeting January 25th @9 00pm
101 Psych Bids
"Buildings will be assigned and posters
will be handed out at this meeting"
Any questions, Call Susan @ 3530248

Hospitality Mgmt. Society
and Eta Sigma Delta
MONTHLY MEETING
4000 BAA
7:30 PMThursday. January 26
All Welcome

KICKING OFF THE BGSU IRISHCLUB 95
TONIGHT
Meeting at 9.30 in 103 BA
Come 10 learn about this dub and see
what we have in store for this semester
Questions? Call 352-2986

Women In Communlcatlona
Wednesday. Jan. 25,7:30pm., 102 BA.
Speaker: Angela Riddel. TV-11 Promotion
Producer. Topic: Change at TV-13 from NBC
to ABC

and

PTCLUB
Are you prepared for the MCO Interview? Let
us help, join us Tues. Jan. 24,7:30pm. 112 BA

THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING
CALL 352-4575 TO MAKE AN APPOINTME NT

Now Charge III
Now Accepts VISA
MASTERCARD
Call No*'353 PAPA

Johns

The ottico ol disability reeourcee
is forming a Networking/Support Group.
Individuate Include students with physical.
mental,and learning disabilities.
Weekly meetings Mondays 6:00 p m 117
BA

UNIVERSITY RED CROSS
Win be having a meeting Wed. Jan. 25*i at
9:00 pm in 101 Psyc Anyone wishing to help a
great cause and make the February blood
drive a success is welcome to attend. If you
have any questions call rvtchaef at 352-4144,

Recruiting all Amateur Comedians I
AMATEUR COMEDY NIGHT - FEB. 9
8:30 pm in the Bowl 'N Greenery
PRIZES TO TOP COMEDIANS
Admission Is free
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE (330 UNION)
JAN23TOFEB5
Call 2-2343 or 2-7164 for into.

The American Marketing Assocaton will be
holding its first MANDATORY inlormal meeting
of the semester on Wed., Jan. 25 al 7:30 pm in
BA 116. Come see what's In store for the semester and enjoy pizza and pop loot

Papa
Free Self Defense Workshop
Learn some basic tactics and techniques.
Choose one of the lollowtng dates:
Tues. Jan. 24th 6-8pm @ SRC
(or) Mon. Feb. 13th 7:30-9:30© SRC
No Advanced Registration Required.
For more info. Call 372-2130 or 372-7482

PHI SKIS
The brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa formally invite you to come and meet them tonight from
; 30-9 30pm in the Kon: Hall Lounge. Free
chicken wings provided. And bring a Mend i
PHI SKIS

SERVICES OFFERED
Christian will
car* for your child.

Call 666-0906

Cont. on page 8

HOME FALCON MEN'S BASKETBALL TOMORROW us. BALL STATE - 8:00 PM!
Students, this SPUD'S for you1 Come sign up to be the COUCH POTATO, sponsored by Papa John, s Pizza

Sponsored by
The Men of Kohl Hall
The Cultural Events Committee
Undergraduate Student Government
Graduate Student Senate
UAO
Tom Baer from the Best Western Motel

The
Ohio
State
Dane

TO's Campus Corner |
Q/V3 E.
P UsViAeAas'
900
Woosler
352-3365

A part
Tvirl f\f
Rnt/jlina ClrtHm
fStYAAsej
A
of Bowling
Green history

«■■

S

Serving all your Rush needs...
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

\.

custom embroidery
sweatshirts, sweatpants
hats
t- shirts
film developing special 24 exp. $4.99
extra set of prints FREE
H

HOURS

TPrpKl

Monday- Saturday
11-5:00

B§

Garnet Ohns has owned and
operated TO's Campus Corner
for over 40years.

n$m®
ocaWN araciALiar
NANCY BEHNFELDT

MMfflNeMMaajMa^^

Pisanello's Pizza
No one sells better Pizza for less!
Fast Free Delivery aW^ 352-5166
Bowling Green's MOST award winning pizza including
several "Best Pizza" and Friday magazines highest rating
1 Large
1 -Item Pizza

1 Item & r5 Wings

$

Only
Get additional Pizzas for 5$ ea.

FREE DELIVERY -LIMITED AREA

6'.!:

(Chicago Sty* * Ex Harm $1.00)

Wednesday, January 25, 1995
Kobacker Hall 8:00 p.m.
FREE Admission

°

Add Breadsticks! Only $1.95

•7" 1 Item & Breadsticks
Or
2 Orders Breadsticks
■■
Or
„
■ |* 10" Cheese Pizza(Ex. it 50* ea.)
I ■

& t-EPP

FREE DELIVERY*LIMITED AREA

I

■
I

BB BB Bel BB BB BB BB BB BB BB ^r

The BG News
Tuesday, January 24,1995

Classifieds

page eight
Coot, from page 7
FRK FINANCIAL Aid
Ow M Won m private MOOT arm • eoti*
arehips * no- avBiabie. Al suoena ere ebgh
bfe leuai ottos el graoei. income, or parents
income. Let u* help. Cal Student Financial

•Mac

1-*00-26*»495«LF55441.

00»« TO DAYTON 47
$i2*»erson. BagMne carect Savetl Sureta.
kjtcrvsnedet. al beeorvlront In tie hw ol
Sprino Broaklf 1-eM»SSS-74M
Pap«n and resume* dona on Macintosh or
IBM. Affordable man. Cal 422-S510 aftar 3
pjn.Worfcaanaoncarnpui-aaayaooaai.
UAO Spring Braak tip to Panama City Baaoh.
Packagaa now on ula. Sign up In UAO ofBca
(3rd Itoor In tM) Union KMra) or m Union
iajrtr 11 flOflOO Jan. 23 - Jan. 27. Land Por*agea 1161. Full Package ■ (Tre/itporMon t
Lodgrng)$2S3.MmomiirabaacMronl.S*n
upaoonl

PERSONALS

Coflee Home Ftaurlng
TOM OORMAN AND PARALLAX VIEW
Tnur. Jan.26 9pm. St. Thomta Mara Freeide
Loungt. Sponsored by STM Student Connec-

RUtH p| KAPPA PHI
TuetdayJen-Wlwlngt)
Wednesday Jan 25 (Burgers 1 hot dogs)
Com* tor food, biiards. music, etc.

CS and MIS majors donl torott »>a Employer
Fat- on VVadnaeday, January 25.1S96 m tie
Grand Ballroom from 6:30 » BOO PM. rl you
have questions, cal Co-op Office at 372-2461
Delta Gamma and Phi Delta Thati
On February 19th from 1 so 3 p.m. eat be hosting their Phllantfwopy -*U»CHe»t*»iJWH."
Come out B Cooper Pool and pm the tun as al
proceeds go ■> Sight Conservation and Aid la
He Blind.

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA FROM $81 PER PERSON PER
WEEK. FREE INFO. 1-600-46*8628.
The Bioodmobiie wit be here Feb. 2-6 in the
NE Commons. Please call and make an appointment » donate end he* ui make the Februaryblrxid drive a success.
Tuxedo Rental
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge Si

ENVIRONMENTALISTS
HE YUPPIES
Are you a tree-hugging, BMtenstock wearing.
peace-Bung social activist? We offer fantaitc
opportunities B get Involved In the issues you
love. 4-1 Opm, S2S0 WK. 241-7674 far info. Of
fice m Toledo

UPSATTWUNtOt,
UP8ATTHE UNION

_

GAMMA PHIOAMtU PHI
To these sisters who Inaly Broke The Mold t Conor tiualatlont on lavelerlng you men I
Melanie Buthong 6 Kevin BortH
Amy Robinson » Michael Gould

GAMMA PHI BETA
Congraulailons to the following si stert on thek
Chrittmas pearlngt
Lisa Harris 6 David Barnes
Megan Porter A Brad Ladd
Jen Bertram 6 John Lamb
GAMMA PHI BETA

AGD'AGO'AGD
ContrtoMUoni
Alpha Gamma MM
onyour
•3.0"
last samastarl
Wa are on our way 10 a
frveatarcfiaoterl
AGD'AGO'AGD

Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
Congratulatlona lor a job well done to our old
executive oncers and good luck 10 all ol our
new ones
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W BOWLING
JAN.24: M. W DOUBLES BILLIARDS - JAN.
30: C.M.W CURLING - JAN. 31. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 400 PM. ON DUE DATE IN 130
FIELD HOUSE.

AGD' OPEN HOUSE ' AGD
Coma matt Via woman of
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
WED. JAN 25
7-10PM
Bring a friend I
Casual Dratt
AGD' OPEN HOUSE ' AGD

UPS AT THE UNION
Need a pen time job??
UPS Is accepting applications
Wed. Jan 25th Bam-4pm
in the Student Union
UPS IS AN EEO EMPLOYER
UPSATTHE UNION
UPSATTHE UNION

WANTED:
A Healthier. Trimmer Body
Sign up for Take a ate Toward
A Healthy BodyPhone: 372-8302 or 372-630]
8 Wk. Program begin* nest week.
Tues 10 30-12 30 noon/Wed 3:30-5 30pm
Taught by BGSU nurtaVhealth educator.

WANTED
1 M. roommaw tor Fal '86 and Spring fle
Furnished 2 bdrm apt. to share with 2 m.
Phone 352-6142 aak tor Scott
Female roommate needed
lor.96786 school year
Call Laura at 372-6200

January Special -10" Cal!one A pizza fold over with 3 cheeses and ham.
basted in garlic butter. Only $3.88 inside only.
Pachas
si's Pizza 845 S. Man.
LAGALAGALAGALAGA
372-OSSS' 372-0555
The Lesbian and Gay
Information Line
it now open
Mondays. Wednesdays, and Friday*
from 7 00- 10.00 pm

Balloon Bouquet
Assorted Sizes
CcJIegiateConnecoon
531 Ridge St.

352-6333

Housemate Wanted
Own room, non-tmoker, $150 plus unities

Lance 6 55-3084
Panama City Beach for Spring Break
Need 2 females to room with ut.
Transportation included II needed.
Cal Laurie at (418) 641-9633.
Leave message and 111 cal you back.

Questions, com menu, and concerns
regarding die homosexual community
LAG A or panel requests
LAG A doe* not counsel
but can refer t> counselors

CALLDI8ENEDETTOS
for your
Superbow! Party Sub Nowfl
*6.00fl
Ham. salami, swiss.
provolone. turkey plus condiments
FREE DELIVERY

HELP WANTED

372-0555' 372-0555

352-4663
Carrie,
Congrett on your pearling. I with you the best
SYtJiAarion.llovemybigl
Jan

LAG A will hold a meeting this
Thursday at 8:30pm at the
Off Campus Student Canter In
MoseieyHall.
Topic-Corning Our
LAGA It open Dal Gay.
Lesbian, Bisexual and supportive
members of the oommunlty.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
NEED MM. TO CLSVtXAftD
AlBPOfrtMOetNSreaOFTHUrtSOAY
JANUARY M. WILL PAY.
CALL BRAD 373-70*3

»1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars.
for Info cal 202-296-9065
1995 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
TJS..S.P. IntemarJonal is looking tor highly motivated, hard working student to Join our management Him. Gain valuable experience to Improve your return*. Average earnings are between $6,000 -10,000. Positions are available
hi select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canem. For more Ireormeton cell Matt Soherar O
1-80O-S43-3792.
250

Omega Phi Alpha
Rush Into Night
Jan. 24,8-10 pm, 100BA
Come join the fun I
RuahOPNAI
Papa Johns
Now Accepting VISA and MASTERCARD
Call Now 3S3-PAPA
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau
RuehRuohRuah
Phi Kappa Tau PM Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau
Refrlgo
(Rental
Call Space Savers
352-5475
BUSH PHI KAPPA PSI... RUSH
ti Brotherhood we
Flourish
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI... RUSH

I

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

'

' 50/5^ LIST'

Tuffy
Auto Service
Centers

TUFFY DOES IT RIGHT!

• M(IFFLERS$29.95'
I
I

e^areateweaii>>ee>lnreMeryeftapeve%.
I
■■tie eaiatstrreettre-eeedletaelengae
atj ewe year sat,
F1f2o_J

358-34+*

1087 S. MAIN ST.
NEJCT TO PIZZA HUT
Monday - Friday 7i80 - 7r80
Sat, 8-4 • Sun. 12-5

(1 Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspotsl
Cocoa Beach (Near Dieney)-27 Acre Data*
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights $1591 Key West
$2291 Dayton* Beach Room Win Kitchen
From $12911-600-676-6386.

Houses * duplexes for 95-96 school year. 12
mo. lessee only. Starting in May. Sieve Smith
S8M917.

■1 Awesome Spring Breaki Bahama* Part/
Crufee 6 Deyt $2791 Includes 12 Meals A 6
Free Ptrtiesl Great Beechet $ Nghtlfol A
HUGE Partyi Spring Break Travel
1-600-6764368.

DELIVER TELEPHONE BOOKS

B roln#f Woffl r fOCOSOOT
3400 full scrsen monitor
$225 OJ3.0. call Cheryl at 352-1427.

Local owners, an 12 mo. leaaea, ttnane) pay at
urMBes. ate dap. of 1 mo. rent, rent paid quarlerly, gat heat $ hot water, parental guarantee
required.
•22 E. Wooeter Larger. 5 BR. 2 Bath. $900, evas.inMayMS.
233 W. Merry 4 BR, must heve at least 4 people. $67Srmo., aval. In August 95.
734 Elm 3 BR. 2 Beth, wtry clean, washer/dryer, $70G/mo . aval, in August '96.
730 Elm 2 BR, 1 Bali, $3767mo„ aval. In August •gs.
31$ Ridge (Rear) 1 BR, gas included, ws
sher/dryer, $300rrno. avail. May W.
B34S.CollegeOuplex,4yri.old,3BR,2Bath,
ar cond., alec, heat, washer/dryer, $7StVmo.,
Unit A avail. May '96.
Phone 354-2654 days, 352-2330 evenings.

3S2-6333

Gamma Phi' Sig Ep
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
welcome Blair Miller as our New House Boy I
Gamma Phi ■ Sig Ep

•AQO-AGD,AQO-AOD#
Congratulations
Now Univeretty Ambassadors:
Alton Taylor
KbnVandlvort
Cynthia Kent
EmlyLlur
Jen Green
W*ytoR*pr*ssntAGDI
• AGO "AGO •AGO'AGE*

Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ed camp,
Pennsylvania. 6/22-6/20/95 Have the moat
memorable summer of your Ifal Great opportunity for growth In personal, pmatatloml and
parenting skills. Counselor* needed toe Tennit, Seam fW.S I. preferred). WaawiaJitg. Basketball, Softball. Voeeyba*., Soccer, Go*. SerfDefense. Gymnatltct. Cheerteadtng, Aerobics,
fsttureXampIng, Ropes, Piano, Guitar. Calligraphy. Jewelry, Batik. Sculpture, Ceramics.
Drawing/Painting, Siiktcreen. Photography.
Other Staff: Group Leader*, General. Book
keeper,
driver/Video
(21.).
R.NA.P.f*NursingStu dents. Many other positions. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: March 6ai
from 11em-11pm In she Fort Rm. of the Ureon.
To arrange t In* al 1-600-279-3019 or
616669-3217 or write 12 Alevsrt St., UdO
Beech, NY 11561. Include your telephone
number.

COUNSELORS 6 INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono MBit.,
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenikwflh, NJ 07033. (808) 2764986.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
30 camps. Instructors needed: Tennis, Baseball, Hockey, Roltrblading, Soccer. Lacrosse,
Softball, Volleyball, BaslelBall. PE Mayors.
GymnatrJea. Riding. Lifeguard, WSI, Water-skiing, Sailing. Windsurfing. Fimsss. Archery,
Mountain Biking. Pioneering, Rockdimbing.
Ropes. Dance, Piano Aooompanlatt, Dramatic*. Ceramics. Stained Glass. Jewelry,
Wood-Working, Photography. Radio, Nature.
RN's. Chert, Food Service Call Ariene:
1 -600-443<428:518-4334033.
ATTENTION GRADUATE STUOENTS
The Graduate College Professional Development Program (GCPOP) is seeking highly motivated individuals to serve at Development
Leaders for the 1996 program. Development
Leaders are responsible for assisting incoming
graduate students with the transition to graduate school and the planning of departmental
programming during GCPDP't tummar activities. For more information, plaata contact your
gradual! coordinator OR call GCPOP office at
372-6821.
BUSINESS/COMPUTER SCIENCE RELATEO. ATTENTION 1ST OB 2ND YEAR
STUOENTSII Ideal hour* and exce«eni pay »
fit your school schedule. 2-3 days l week. 2nd
shift position available with major Fortune 500
Company for computer opertior/mormor.
Company will provide wttnafv* training but
tome computer know!edge required. Idea
candidate will pot tat t excelent people skills,
drive and initiative. Pleat* Call TodayII Aak for
Jennifer or Deborah.
KELLY SERVICES...
NEVER A FEE...

No experience necassery. Deliveries start
early February. 36 people needed to deliver
your new GTE Bowling Green. OH telephone
drrectones in Bowling Green. Grand Rapids.
Pemberviiie, Hatkint, Bradner, Wayne, fating
Sun. Btoomdafa, Cygnet No. Baltimore, Rudolph. Cutter, Portage, Wetton, Deshier. Van
Buren, McComb and surrounding towns and
rural areas. To become an independent contractor you must be at least 18 years old, have
the use of an insured car, van, or truck, and be
available a minimum of S daylight hours daily. If
you want to deliver you mutt cal to reserve a
route In your neighborhood. Call
1-800-627-1200. Ask for job (345-B between
10am-6pm Mon-Frf.
AMERICAN DIRECTORY SERVICE CORP
EOf
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. S*nd SASE to P.O. Box
10075, Olathe.KS 66051.
Fun Part-Time Work
For 1995/96 school year. Play consumed
chickens educational characters in pre-grad
schools. Can Bob al (614) 466-4445

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain extensive management experience thlt eummer. Earn $8000 to $10,000 per
tummar. Positions available throughout the
Midwest 600-867-1960.
Palmers, formen and managersl
Cal College Pro Painters

0600 Baud Intel law modem
$80O.B.O.

Call 354-8065

Hockey equipment, excellent condition. Cooper parti. Cooper maak,Shin guard*, locks, and
KOHO Uftra Fibre Stick. Cat 372-6470

Houses. 1 end2BRsp*rtments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.

352-7454.

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete syetem Including printer only
$696
Can Chrle at too-2*9-54*3

M/F Subfeaaer needed ASAP. House Is dose
to campus, 4 nice guys $140/mo e uil. Plane
oal Shannon al 354-7204

Panama Ctly Beach. The Oalor Rock*
The Holiday kin Sun Son* Reeort
7 Nlghta lor 1179 P.P.: Call too4IMM7.

Mast Sub'easer Needed tmmediatty
Own Bedroom, Fumlthad, Ctot* to C*mput.
$1657mo. A 1/2 utilitiei. Call 354-40051

Sharp stereo system with CD player.
$25003.0.
Can 3534633

Parking Space for rent dose to Kohl Han
$90 a semester
0*11354-1623

Vl» Clarinet, very wel cared for.
Lists new retail $420, wills*! lor $200
C*« 372-5470

Subleaser Needed
Off campus Apt. Aval. Jan. 1995
Female Roommast share w/ 3 girls
Cat 419-353-0523 or
412435-0531.

Wedding Gown, Ivory ahantung
are 10, lace and pearl accents.

Cal 666-5197

Subktasers wanted. 2 bdrm-apt. 810 5th St.
Laundry lacil. Fum. Bath and 112.2-4 people.
Call Rob at 354-5623.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. $33u7mo plus ull. ASAP. Futy
fum. Upper dan man or grad. ttudanu.Cal
RayYang 353-3151.

3 bdrm. upstairs apt. BG, OH on Woostsr, 1
blk. off Main. Immediate occupancy. 354-1612
ext .351. after 6pm 352-7626

RESORT JOBS
Earn to $12/hr. 6 tips. Theme Parka, Hotels.
Spat, t more. Tropical $ Mountain des
ftnaaona. Call 1 -206-632-01 SO ext. RSS441.

353*325-CARTY RENTALS
95<96 House* end Apt. listings available. Pick
up at 316 E. Merry Apt 3 or call to have it
mailed

Seasonal employment available at a whitewater raft guide In W. VA. Experience not required. Mutt b* 19 years ok), have current
CPR and first aid. Contact North American
River Runnert. P.O. Box 61. Hico, VW 25854
1-600-950-2565. EOE.

Apartment tor rent, available immediate*/. 2
BR. close to camput. Call 353-0540.

SUMMER CAMP. Co-Ed. VMCA
camp In beaulluf N.W. New Jersey need*
summer staff 6718- 6/20. Counselors and activity specislists No uperxtnc* required - just
love kid* and working outdoor*. Saltry rang*
from $1400 - $2000 for season. Plus room and
board. Write or call VMCA Camp Mason, 23
Birch Ridge Rd. Blairstown, NJ. 07825
908-362-8217. For information and an appiicafton.
SUM ME R JOBS - COUNSELORS $ STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS. TOP SALARY
RMBLVLAUNORY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE.
MUST HAVE SKILL IN ONE Of THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Drums. Football. Golf, Guitar, tot Hockey. Lacrosse. Lifeguard. Nature, Nurses. Photography, Piano,
Pool, Rocketry. RoHerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer, Tennis. Track,
Video, Watsrski. Windsurfing. Weights, Wood.
Yearbook. Cal or write: Camp Winadu. 2255
Glades Rd., Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL
33431,(600)494-6236.
Recruiter will be on cam put
DATE: 2/21 TIME: 10:00am - 4:00pm
PLACE: Oho Suite. Student Union
STOP BY - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

• 1 Awesome Spring Breeki Cancun 4 Ja>
maical Includes Roundtrip Airfare from Columbus * HoM For 7 Nights From $4391 Hurryl
Space Wil Sel Out! Spring Break Travel
1-oYJ0<76-63»6.
ti Awesome Spring Breaki Panama Cityl $
Days Ooeanvfew Room With A Kitchen $1291
Wat. To Beit Bail Incfudu Free Diecount
Can) Which Win Save You $100 on
FootVOnnkal i-600-678-6368.

Located bo hind ODOT al

21 SE. PoaRd. 353-5800

Oean A well managed 2 bedroom apt*.
704 5thSty7107thSI.
9 6 12 month I*****. Cal I 352- 344 5
Efficiency Apartment dot* to camput
9or 12 momh lease available.
Call Bil al 352-4166

/fffftCA
Management Inc.

NEW NEW NEW NEW NEW
Hlllsdaia Apts., 3 bdrm
Townhousas vary spacious, full
bsmt, 1 1/2 bath and car ports. 9
1/2 or 12 mo. laasa starts at $775.

i^fE&CA

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
600 TI4WD STREET
Now renting lor I 996-96 t Bummer 190S
2BRS1 BR units
Fuly turn. A air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rales
Call 352-4966

Management Inc.

WE USE THE STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICE STANDARD
LEASE

wtanmYaynmur
Panama City Beach,

FLORIDA
The Finett Beachfront Properties!

SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS
AMD
THE BOARDWALK BEACH RESORT
Located next to Spinnaker
4 Club U Vela

COMPLETE PACKAGES FROM:
$149 Per Person
Includes daily beach parties, evening club
parties with beverage*, discounts and more.
Call now for details:

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

FOR SALE

1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry on
$310.

Summer Management Position*
Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. Is searching tor ambitious students lo fill management positions In
Columbus, Dayton, and Clnannaii. Comprehensive training program, possible internship
tor relsted majori. Call 1-600-775-4745.
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS
To lose 5-200 lbs New Matabol.sm
Breakthrough, Great for Energy
Tea or Tab* $30 61 -600-6644)473

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS,
site, tons of parking. Starts at

1-600-346-4649

SPRING BREAK '95! Guarantied lowest
prices USA. Party in Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida. Padre. Organize group travel
freel Can for into » pricat. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800- 426-7710.

e*JEECA

3 bdrm. Apartment renting tor Summer and/or
Fall 9 or 12 mo. leas* avalabie. cal Bill al
352-4166.

353*325 - CARTY RENTALS
Subleasing available for 2nd Semeeter.
Close to campus. Call today.

419-292-0555

THETA CHI
RUSH

■87 VW Vena. baj*. automate,
AC AUrFM cassette, runs good
$2100 cal 633-7721

Mechanically inclined individuals needed
to do light duty service work at Tuffy Auto Service. Flexible hrs.. above avg. pay.
Cal Ed at 363-1071
MODELS!! needed for (athion. For covenbeautiful faces, for hosiery-great legs, tor shoe
modeiing-a 68 shoe size. Send hi wt tuts (
photos (snapshots OK). No expertenc* necessary Studio West Fashion Photography Box
*8601 Toledo OHIO 43623.

IrOlrMS FOR RENT

PANAMA CITY UEACH

Egzjgangg

800-558-3002

EBDSl

^^ASSOCUITES

VAIL HEAVER CREEK
The leader in Student Ski

1-800-SWNCWAS*
ton. rm mm»um>M a raitetn*eio«s

i^^

4 Beach Tear* since 19T9
MrMtrrAUHMW (ill Arerani CSamarrtfCemmmt

|-|oward's club|-|
352 - 9951

210 N Main

HOURS
Noon-Si30 AM, Moa- Sat.
Sun. 5 PM-2:30AM

1

HAPP» HOURS NOON TO NINE

■tried Betl Bar in Wood County 1994,

Criminal Justice!
Organization

A Tradition of Excellence
Jan. 18 Pi Beta Phi House Jan. 24 Pi Beta Phi House
Jan. 19 Pi Beta Phi House Jan. 25 Theta Chi House*
*334 N. Main Comer of Ridge & Main
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Mooting
Tuasday Jan. 24
at 9:00 p.m. In
ROOM 1011 BAA
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•Pool

•Video Game*

>PingPong

• Pinball
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Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
614 Third St. Apt. 4, B.C. Reaidont Manager 352-4380

